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Create the best Web experiences in browsers and 

devices with our user interface controls designed 

expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 

You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web 

technology without the need for plug-ins or 

extensions. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2018.2 Service Release here. 

  

Release Notes 

Work Item ID Component Product Impact Description 

263696 Excel Bug Fix Picture with background removed is not properly saved into a new Excel. 

264551 Excel Bug Fix 
Workbook takes a long time to load when there are thousands of hyperlinks in a 
worksheet. 

265692 Excel Bug Fix Cannot load an Excel file if it contains a certain named reference. 

264662 igCombo Bug Fix Script error is thrown when remote filtering is applied. 

GH1972 igDatePicker Bug Fix Paste from Excel in igDatePicker not working 

GH1966 igDialog Bug Fix 
[igDialog] Background doesn't get blurred until modal igDialog completely shows up 
when openAnimation is "fade" 

260849 igGrid Bug Fix 

When defaultColumnWidth is set to "*", there is a non-data column and 
autoFitLastColumn is true a horizontal scrollbar is rendered. 
Note: 
When default column width is set to be auto sized - "*", autoFitLastColumn is "true" 
and there is non-data column, such as row selectors column, a horizontal scrollbar is 
not going to be rendered. 

265026 igGrid Bug Fix 
The length of visible cell text on the last column changes after grid width narrows 
down 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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265038 igGrid Bug Fix 

Headers and records are not aligned in igGrid when ColumnFixing, Selection, 
RowSelectors and Vitualization are enabled. 
Note: 
Resolved an issue causing a misalignment between header and body cells when a 
non-data cell is present. 

265279 igGrid Bug Fix 
Vertical alignment is wrong between header and data cell when Virtualization and 
Row Selectors are enabled 

265715 igGrid(AppendRowsOnDemand) Bug Fix 
With jQuery 3.1.x AppendRowsOnDemand doesn't load next chunk in auto mode 
after filter is applied 

264787 igGrid(ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
An error is thrown after columns collection is programmatically set and fixColumn 
method is called in grid's rendered event. 

264863 igGrid(ColumnHiding) Bug Fix 
showMultiColumns/hideMultiColumns methods don't show/hide Multi-Column 
Headers. 

265476 igGrid(ColumnHiding) Bug Fix 
Hidden column become visible under wrong Multi-Column Header if Multi-Column 
Header that contains hidden column is moved 

265820 igGrid(Filtering) Bug Fix 
The selected label of advanced filtering dialog's condition list is not localized 
correctly. 

264562 igGrid(Filtering) Bug Fix Rows that are filtered out become visible when sorting is cleared by clearSorting API 

264783 igGrid(Filtering) Bug Fix 
Uncaught TypeError is thrown on filter method call before advanced filter dialog is 
opened for the first time 

265142 igGrid(Filtering) Bug Fix 

Pressing Tab key on Advanced Filter Dialog causes an error. 
Note: 
Fixed an issue causing tabbing through all elements of the Advanced Filter Dialog to 
throw an error in the browser's console. 

265156 igGrid(igGridExcelExporter) Bug Fix igGridExcelExporter slowing down the browser when exporting large data 

264865 igGrid(Multicolumn Headers) Bug Fix 
Column data appear under wrong column header when a column under 
MultiColumnHeaders is hidden and a fixed column is unfixed 
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264026 igGrid(Paging) Bug Fix 

PageSize drop down's buttonTitle is shown in English although language is set to "ja" 
Note: 
Made the igNumericEditor get the language of the parent grid 

265660 igGrid(RowSelectors) Bug Fix 
There is a gap on the bottom of igGrid when RowSelectors and Virtualization are 
enabled and the first column is wide. 

265281 igGrid(Sorting) Bug Fix Filtering is not applied when unsorting a column. 

265389 igGrid(Updating) Bug Fix Uncaught TypeError is thrown when checkbox editor ends editing with Enter key 

264090 igHierarchicalGrid Bug Fix 
Hierarchical Grid children are not being destroyed after changing grid height even 
though they are removed from DOM 

264864 igHierarchicalGrid\RowSelectors Bug Fix 

Incorrect row numbering after grouping when igGridGrouping's pagingMode is 
"dataRecordsOnly". 
Note: 
In Row Selectors numbering, count the Group By data when pagingMode is set to 
"dataRecordsOnly" 

264543 igLoader Bug Fix 
A reference from the igMap dependencies is not listed in the API dependencies 
section and is not included in the igLoader 

GH1982 igLoader Bug Fix PathVisualData is not a constructor 

GH1974 igMaskEditor Bug Fix String in the inputMask becomes visible after focus leaves 

245277 igPivotDataSelector Bug Fix Measure group captions on the metadata tree are not localized. 

GH1958 igTextEditor Bug Fix Override igTextEditor._deleteList to prevent the removal of jQuery datepicker 

265944 MVC Wrappers(Editor) Improvement igNumericEditor's "roundDecimals" option is missing from the MVC wrappers 

264960 MVC Wrappers(Grid) Bug Fix 
The MVC Helpers throw an error if there is a grid and a form on the page and the 
form makes a POST request when submitted 

 


